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How to iron pants without crease

This series of articles is now available as a professionally formatted, distractingly free paperback or e-book to read offline at your leisure. Many young men are more likely to find themselves dressed in jeans most of the time. But there will be times when you'll need to wear a nice pair of pants - job
interview, networking event, official church service, and, if you play your cards right, your own graduation! Beautifully pressed, the insincerosing pair of pants finishes the outfit, and gives you a sharp, teamed look. Having your pants pressed against local cleaners is one of the easy options. But for a young
man who wants to save a few bucks, or is pressed for time, it's an important skill to know. Learning to iron your pants yourself will make you more self-sufficient and offer a basic understanding of the clothes you put on. Watch the video Why men don't iron pants 1. Fear of damage – Also called Shine (no,
not a book by Stephen King). Rather, this is what happens when the pants are improperly ironed with too high a heat setting, and the iron repeatedly pushes across the fabric. The fabric is sculpted and the weaving is compressed, resulting in a fidget shed making your pants cheap and shortening their
lifespan. 2. Lack of information – Google how to iron a dress shirt and you'll find tons of guides and videos out there. How to press your pants? Not so much, and half of them provide bad advice! 3. They think no one notices - More than half of the guys in your office don't iron pants or shirts - who's going to
notice, right? Wrong — if you have ambitions outside of entry-level work, dress for the position you are striving for. 4. They are not even sure that they should be ironed – In general, all kinds of pants should be ironed, except cargo pants and jeans (if you are not in the western gaze). This is due to their
informal nature. Wool trousers should be pressed between dry cleaning if necessary, for example, after unpacking for a business trip. Most cotton trousers, like chinos, are washable at home, and should be pulled out of the dryer slightly moist. They should be ironed at this point for the easiest pressing
time. Synthetic slurry dresses are often dry cleaned, although it is not really necessary, and should be pressed between wearables when wrinkles appear. The ironing instructions below will leave the crease down the center of the trouser legs. For more casual pants like khakis, you can iron pants without a
crease. What you'll need iron distilled iron board or purified water Spray bottle (optional if the iron has built-in nozzle spray) Clean pants For more tips on ironing boards and choosing quality iron - click here for a classic AoM article on how to iron your dress shirt. Important points Press the iron (pick it up,
place it); Don't push it all over your clothes. Before ironing, check the pants for stains and remove the Otherwise you will have a permanent stain. Ironing time exact science - but the rule should be as long as it takes to press wrinkles. The pair are very helping. I start with 2 seconds and then change the
time depending on the thickness of the fabric and the reaction to pressing. Make sure the iron is the correct temperature for the pants. For example, wool can easily be damaged by too much heat. You should let the iron cool down and make sure that it is installed correctly when ironing the pants after
performing the shirts (which are usually made of cotton and thus require a higher temperature). For this reason, I always recommend ironing your pants before ironing your shirts. You can mainly follow the manufacturer's instructions for this step, but the bases are simple: Fill the tank if any. Turn on the
iron and let it heat up before use. You want some steam when you push your pants, so use a steam iron and, if possible, with a nozzle that lets you spray water when you go. If there is nozzle in the iron, keep a spray bottle at your fingertips to spray your pants in front of the iron. How to push my pants I
split the pressing pants into three pieces in a total of ten steps. Part I - &amp;Settings; Top of pants Step 1: Double check the temperature and purity of trousers Check your pants for stains or dirt and remove before ironing. Next, check the label and make sure that the iron is installed for this type of fabric.
Ironing a mixed fabric, choose the lowest (coolest) setting of two fabrics. If you iron 70% wool/polyester mixture, you would start with 3 and maybe go to 4. Lowering the temperature will take longer to set the crease, but they are less likely to damage your pants. Step 2: Iron the pocket pads Most dress
trousers have inside pocket drawings. While no one will ever see them if they are heavily wrinkled and you wear trousers closely flattered, the impression of wrinkles can be seen. To prevent this, smooth the substrate. Note that substrans are often made of cotton. You may have to start with a hotter
temperature if you iron your wool trousers and then let the iron cool down for 5 minutes before pressing the other pants. Step 3: Iron the belt and top of the trousers Unsubvert the front pockets, then press the iron on top of the leg. Lift the iron up, reinsert the pocket and continue to press along the top of
the trousers, paying special attention to the folds and re-forming any folds. Remember that we press and lift the iron without pushing it on the fabric. Move into the seats of the pants and pull out the back pocket. Press these areas and then move to the waistband. Finally, move to the opposite side of the
pants, turning the pocket inside out and repeating the process. Part II - Pushing the folds of pants 4: Tick the fold of trousers on the bottom lying down trousers are flat on an ironing board with cuffs right at one end, waist draped over the far end. The waist may hang slightly if the board is short. Flip your
trouser leg up and off the board so you work with just one foot, and place it flat on the board. Look inside the cuff and find two seams. Place the trouser so that one insem lies directly on the other, dead center of the flat leg. With ties in the center, the edges of your leg trousers are where you want to push
the crease. Spray the cuff with a little water and gently press down on each side of the trousers. This should leave a visible crease on the cuff and an inch or two up the leg. Step 5: Mark the crease on top Find the same two vertical inseams and match them, one over the other, just as you did above in
step 4, but this time at the top of your pants. Lay out the top of the trouser with a flat foot with the center of the inseams. Wet the front edge of the leg and use the iron to gently press the crease into place along this edge, about six inches down from the belt. Do not press the crease all the way to the
waistband. The bottom of your pockets (on the inside of your trousers) is a good place to stop, or if you have pleated trousers, you can just press the crease right to the bottom of the side folds. Step 6: Click the front crease now that you have the start and finish of the marked crease, it's just a matter of
connecting the dots. If the insems are still set one on the other, the crease should be the very edge of the leg trousers as it lies flat. Gently press the iron down in one place. Then lift the iron, go up a little and do it again, always pushing straight down rather than pushing and sliding across the crease. Work
all the way from the marker behind the cuff to the marker just below the pockets. It's worth going inside your trousers and pulling your pocket aside so you don't accidentally press its shape against your leg trousers while you're working on the crease. Step 7: Click on the back fold of the back fold (the one
following the inside of the leg) should be directly opposite the front crease, also on that edge of the leg trousers as it lies flat. Repeat the same process you used to create the front fold by pressing straight down again, gently pressing to set the crease in place and then raising the iron back again. Part III –
Pushing down leg Step 8: Click down the pantsuit leg After you have the crease set you can push the center of the trouser leg between the creases to get any small wrinkles or creases. Use the same movement you used: press the iron flat, pick it back up and repeat again. If you are worried about trouser
fabric, you can cover it with a thin, clean white cloth and push it through it. In the case of gentle or spotless weaves (such as grey flannel trousers) the barrier helps prevent the shine that is the chopped look you get when you're ironing too or at too high a temperature. No need to press both sides of the
same trouser. Step 9: Repeat for the other leg pant After you have pressed the creases and leg, you are ready to move to the other side. Repeat the process above. Step 10: Iron seat and front of trousers as needed Seat and front of pants usually don't need pressing the way the crease does, but if you
want to push them, be sure to turn out your pockets inside before applying the iron. You can actually slip your pants over the ironing board (as if you put your pants on a board instead of your legs) to keep the front and back panels separate, allowing you to iron them one at a time. Once you've finished
ironing both legs (and the rest of the pants, if desired), be sure to hang them up so they dry completely before wearing it. If you wear wet pants, you'll work the crease right back, spend all your hard work. Restrictions - The case for accidental professional pressing Trousers should periodically press a
professional. The reason is that professional dry detergents have a special iron and vacuum cleaner board, which uses a combination of steam pressed and immediately absorbed. This produces immaculately ironing folds that can last a week and are more worth wearing. _____ Author Antonio Centeno
Creator of the largest library of men's-style video library on the Internet
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